CHAP. H.]    THE VEDANTA AND ITS HEGELIAN CRITICS.         11
(£ This Atman (BraJima) is the totality of the Eeal and Unreal . . .
The Unreal portion of it is that which is marked off by Amdyd [So-
yam atmd paramdTtMparamdrtharupah . . . tasya aparamdrtha-
rupam avidydkritam^9
The very idea that Brahma is the Samavdyee"- and Updddna Mrana2
the inseparable and substantial cause of the Universe, implies
the idea of Becoming and an intimate and constant relation ( ^W^n"^ )
between Being and Becoming. The Indian systems, while recognis-
ing, like the Eleatics, the One at the summit3 of a theory of the uni-
verse as the only One really existing, did not altogether ignore what
obtained in the system of Heraclitus, viz^ the doctrine of perpetual
flux and motion, which is known to the Veddnta as samsriti or sansdra
—expressions denoting the universe which, is begotten from Brahma,
which moves in it and has its being in it.
It is a great mistake to suppose that the philosophy of Becoming
was discarded in the Indian systems.  Even rigorous monists like
Shankar insisted on the study of nature, i.e., of the philosophy of
Becoming, with.ou.t which, they said, it was impossible to attain to a
knowledge of Bein^. Brahma, says he, is by itself incomprehensible4.
To man, it can be known only in its synthesis with the Becoming.
The necessity of samsdra for a correct knowledge of the Absolute
Being and for the evolution, and perfection of man is universally re-
cognised in the Indian systems5. The universe, its growth, and decay,
lasting, associated with an inexplicable   to the Self, whose true nature is cleared.
principle of unreality ; and it is from   by right knowledge from all adjuncta
the fictitious union of these principles,   whatever . • . . . In this manner the
the one real, the other only a self-   Veddnta texts declare that for him, who
feigned, fiction, that the spheres and the   has reached the state of truth and
migrating forms of life, the external and   reality, the whole apparent worid does
internal world, proceed.'                  not exist." This thought very much
resembles what Edward. Oaird stated
1 -See Ved. Sutr. II. 1. 18 and S.   ^h reference to Hegel (p. 163). " One
B. E., VoL 34, pp. 335, 336.               who has seen this identity in differences
2 See Ved. Sutr. I. 4, 26 and S. B.   —who has apprehended this thought,
E., Vol. 34, p. 287.                       has already risen above the abstractions
^ Of. Ved. Sutr. II. 1. 14: and S. B.E.,   whose umt^ m differences he has seen""
Vol. 34, p. 329. " The Lord stands     4 Chhand. Up. Ill, 12.
in the realm of the phenomenal in the     a ^ Mandukya Up. Ill, 15 and
relation of a ruler to the so-called Jims   Shankar's Gloss on the same. Of.
(individual souls} or cognifcional Selfs   patan. Yoga Sutra, II. 18; Dvivedi's
(Vijnan^tman IWT^T^r )   ... His  Trans. pp. 38, 39. " All this evolution
omnipotence, omniscience, &c., all de-   of the primordial substance, in its many
pend on the limitation due to the ad-   forms, and threefold, conditions, is useful
juncts whose Self is nescience; while  in helping us on to final absolution, by
in reality none of these qualities belong   full experience of the pleasure and. pain

